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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let d be a commutative Banach algebra over the complex field C. We 
do not require S! to have an identity element and we are particularly 
interested in the case where d is not semi-simple. Let 9? be the Jacobson 
radical of AS!, which, since & is commutative, consists precisely of all the 
quasinilpotent elements of d. We will use the terms subalgebra and ideal 
in the algebraic sense; that is, unless stated otherwise, subalgebras and 
ideals are not assumed to be closed. One then says that d has a decom- 
position as a semi-direct product provided that there exists a subalgebra S? 
of d and an ideal f of CX? such that 
d=9#+$ and sifln%= (0). 
We will denote this using the shorthand notation 
dz%?@o,d,f. 
Note that if b,, b, E !??I and x1, x2 E 2 the multiplication of two elements is 
(b, +x,)(b,+x,)=b,b,+(b,x,+b,x, +x,x,), 
with b,b,EB and b,x,+b,x,+x,x,~,$. 
*The author was supported by NSF Grant DMS 88-01564 and by SERC Grant 
GR/F 03790 (while visiting Leeds University). 
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In this paper we focus our attention upon the case where y is a principal 
ideal, Since we would like a principal ideal to contain its generator we will 
adopt the following notational convention: d# E d if d has an identity 
element; otherwise d” s @ . 10 &, the algebra d with an identity element, 
1, adjoined. This notation is a bit nonstandard since d” has usually been 
used to denote dp = C . 1 @d whereas we are using it conditionally. 
Hopefully this will not cause confusion. The principal ideal generated 
by an element SE d is then sd$. We will study the associated necessary 
conditions for d to be the semi-direct product of a principal ideal sd#, for 
some non-zero SELX!, and some subalgebra dS of d and we will write 
if d has such a deomposition. 
We will observe the following additional notational conventions. The 
maximal ideal space of d will be denoted by @,d and we will use A to 
denote the Gelfand transform from d to C,(@,), the algebra of con- 
tinuous functions on @& vanishing at infinity. It may, of course, happen 
that @& is actually compact (even in the case where ~2 has no identity 
element) or it may happen that @& is empty (which is the case where AZ? 
is a radical algebra). Our techniques will be able to handle these special 
cases. We will let 0 be the (possibly discontinuous) projection from d onto 
the subalgebra dS. It is clear that 8 is also an algebra homomorphism. We 
can measure the discontinuity of 0 by considering the separating subspace 
Y(8) which is defined as 
Y(8) = {b E JS? 1 there exists a, --f 0 in d with f3(a,) + b}. 
It is clear that Y(8) is a closed subspace and, as a consequence of the 
closed graph theorem, is trivial if and only if 8 is continuous. We will 
require some additional results concerning Y(8) from the theory of 
automatic continuity (see [S]). 
Our main effort will be directed toward answering the following two 
questions: 
Question 1.1. What are necessary conditions on ~4 and the element s in 
order for there to be a semi-direct decomposition of the form d g 
&S@,,~dg for some subalgebra dS of d? 
Question 1.2. If d does have a decomposition as a semi-direct product 
of some subalgebra with some principal ideal, what are the topological 
consequences? 
Regarding the first question, it is routine to note three different “types” 
of associated conditions in examples where d has such a decomposition. 
First there are examples where multiplication by the element s is a 
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unilateral shift. In consequence, s cannot have closed descent 1 (see Delini- 
tion 2.14). Second, there are examples where s^ vanishes on some non-empty 
subset of @&. Finally, there are examples where s has a relative unit (see 
Definition 2.18). In these last two examples it is necessary that &’ not be a 
radical algebra. Our main result is a partial converse to the existence of the 
above three types of examples. Theorem 2.21 shows that at least one of the 
above set of associated conditions must occur if & z &s Osd s&*. 
Regarding the second question, if .d is semi-simple then routine con- 
siderations from the theory of automatic continuity show that 0 must be 
continuous and hence both G?~ and s&” are closed. This, however, is too 
restrictive a requirement to impose in general. Our results here are less 
complete but we will be able to show that s.d” + 9 is always a closed ideal 
of &. 
Concerning techniques, we will certainly use those from the general 
theory of commutative Banach algebras and from the theory of automatic 
continuity. Our major contribution, however, is to introduce some new 
techniques in order to handle the radical 9 of the Banach algebra d. 
These techniques involve the use of recalcitrant systems which were first 
used by the author in order to prove the Singer-Wermer conjecture [6]. 
These will give us a key tool in Lemma 2.17, which shows that radical sub- 
algebras strongly resist semi-direct decompositions in the case where the 
ideal is principal. 
We will henceforth assume that there is some non-zero element s E 532 and 
a subalgebra ds of d such that 
d E Jg Osd SdzP. 
If d lacks an identity element we can adjoin one to the subalgebra J;l’ and 
also write 
&iP E s&f oj(g s&. 
2. CONSEQUENCES OF A SEMI-DIRECT DECOMPOSITION 
We first need to establish some elementary relationships between the 
homomorphism and projection 8 from d onto ds, the Jacobson radical 9 
of d, and the separating subspace Y(8) of 8. 
LEMMA 2.1. The radical 99 is invariant under 0. 
Proof Regardless whether or not d has an identity, we can charac- 
terize the radical as the set of elements r E d such that for each non-zero 
AE@ there is r,Esd such that 
-lp’r+ir,--rrl=O. 
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Applying 8 to this last equation, we see that 
-l-le(r) + AtI - etr) e(r,) = 0, 
as well. Hence, for such an element r, it must be the case that 0(r) is also 
in 9. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. If cp is any multiplicative linear functional from d’ into C 
then cp 0 0 is continuous and hence 
cpoedd. 
Prooj Let II/ = cp 08. It is routine to show that II/ is a multiplicative 
linear functional on the Banach algebra d. If + were not continuous it 
would be possible to find an element x~d with llxll < 1 but $(x)= 1. Let 
y=c,“,, x”, which converges absolutely, and note that 
-x+ y-xy=o. 
Apply $ to this equation in order to obtain 
-Icl(x) + Ii/(Y) - $(x) $(Y) = 0. 
Since $(x) = 1 we see that 
Ii/(Y) - NY) = 13 
an impossibility. Hence, II/ is continuous, and is thus an element of @,d. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. The separating subspace Y(8) is a closed subspace contained 
in the radical B. 
Proof It is fundamental in the theory of automatic continuity that if T 
is a continuous linear operator from d to some Banach space then TotI is 
continuous if and only if T(Y(0)) = (0) [S]. Now let cp E @,al. The restric- 
tion of q to &A is certainly a multiplicative linear functional on the sub- 
algebra G!~. Hence, by the previous lemma, q 0 8 is continuous. Therefore, 
it must follow that (p(Y(e))= (0). S ince cp was arbitrarily chosen in @& 
this forces 9’(e) G 9%‘. 1 
If d is semi-simple this last lemma shows that t9 must be continuous. 
However, we seek results which will apply in the general case where .G? may 
be non-trivial. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let Q denote the canonical quotient map from ZP 
onto d$/&? and let ti denote the coset u+9 in dff/W for any element 
UEdzP. 
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Recall that if d lacks an identity element, d” = @. 1 OS, so that the 
quotient map on d is a restriction of Q. We will also continue to adhere 
to algebraic notation so that if V and W are subspaces of &, then V+ W 
denotes the algebraic sum of the vector spaces (rather than the closure of 
the sum). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The subspace sd” + B is a closed ideal of d” con- 
tained in d. Furthermore, the operator on d”j9 consisting of multiplication 
by S has closed range. 
Proof: Let x be any element of d. We claim that 0(x) E 94? if and only 
if xEzzP++. 
If O(X)E~, decompose x as a+su for some aedS and u~d*. Since 
0(x) = a, it is clear that x=&x) + su which is certainly an element of 
s&e + 9. 
Conversely, note that ~I(.!%)GB by Lemma 2.1 and that @(s&‘*)= (0). 
Hence, if x E sd$ + 99, then e(x) E R. In summary, we have shown that 
sd”+9= {XEdpqX)Eiq 
= jx~d~Qd9(x)=6}. 
Since Q(Y(tI)) = {0), we have that Q 08 must be continuous and its null 
space, sd* + .B?, must be a closed ideal of dff. It is contained in z$ since 
both sd# and W are contained in ~4. 
Finally, since $da/.91’)= (sd” +9)/B we also have that s(&‘$/%!) is 
closed in d*/W. This ends the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. The subspace JX?~ + .9X is a closed subalgebra of d. 
Proof Let x be any element of ~4. We claim that Q(Z- 0)x = 0 if and 
only if x6&*+9. 
If Q(Z- f3)x = b then certainly (I- 0)x E 9. Decompose x as a + su for 
some a E Sa, and u E J@ and note that (I- 0)x = su. Hence su E 9 and 
xEds+9. 
Conversely, if x = a + r for some a E &s and r E 9%’ then applying 8 yields 
e(x) = a + e(r). It then follows that (I- 0)x = r - e(r) which is an element 
of 9i? since 8(9)G9%‘. Therefore we see that Q(Z-0)x=6. 
Since J&+% has been shown to be the null space of the continuous 
linear map Q(Z- 0), it is certainly closed. That &s + B is a subalgebra is 
routine since 9? is an ideal. This ends the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The semi-simple quotient algebra zZfB has the 
following semi-direct decomposition 
(d/W) z (dx + 92)/a Osd (sd;9” + a)/a. 
Furthermore, this decomposition is topological. 
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Proof. It is clear from Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 that (ds + %!)/a 
is a closed subalgebra of a/%? and that (sd# + %!)/a is a closed ideal of 
d/g. Since d r ds Osd sdn it is also clear that 
(d/B) = (d5 + a?)/W + (sd~ + 9?)/B-. 
Let ci E (ds + W)/.%? A (sd” +9)/g. We may suppose that a E -pl’,. Further- 
more, we can find u E&” and I E .!‘A! such that a = su + r. Let cp E @, and 
note that q(a) = cp 0 f&a) = cp 0 f3(su + r) = cp 0 0(r) = 0. Since q was arbitrary 
in @& this forces a to be an element of W and hence ci = 0. We have 
therefore shown that 
(d/W) = (4 + %?)/a @I& (sd~ + .!%)/B. 
Since both of the factors above are closed, the open mapping theorem 
shows that the decomposition is also topological (and, of course, 8 is 
continuous). 1 
The fact that s&‘* + 2 is a closed ideal imposes several restrictions upon 
s. We first require some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.8. There exists a constant C in R+ such that for every 
x E sdb + B there exists u E ds and r E 9 satisfying 
0) IId 6 C II-% llrll G C Ilxll, and 
(ii) x=su+r. 
Proof: Endow ~2% with the range space topology, that is, 
lll~~lll = “..J&3” IIUII~ 
If d lacks an identity element note that II/s - saIlI is bounded away from 0 
for a E d. Put the norm topology on W. Then SJ@ x 9 is a Banach space 
and the map which takes the pair (SU, r) to su + r is a continuous linear 
operator from sd” x W onto the closed ideal s&$ + %!. The open mapping 
theorem now guarantees the existence of such a constant C. m 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let r be the zero set of s^, that is, 
I-= (‘PE@dldS)=q 
It is clear that r is closed and may, of course, be empty. If d is a radical 
algebra r certainly is empty. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. Let 9 be the closed ideal consisting of those elements 
in dff whose Gelfand transforms are supported on I-, that is, 
.a= {uEJ&~(P(u)=O if VE@,~ and cp(s)#O}. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let 2 denote the canonical quotient map from d* to 
d’/9 and let U denote the coset u + .a in .d#/4 for any element u E ~4”. 
LEMMA 2.12. The closed ideal 9 can be characterized as {u E d9” 1 su E 9?}. 
Furthermore, the operator on ral”f.9 consisting of multiplication by S is 
injective. 
Proof. Let u E 9. Since ti is supported on r it is clear that s^ti = 0 so that 
su E 9. Conversely, suppose that su E B. If cp E @.d with p(s) # 0 then 
0 = cp(su) = ds) cp(u). 
This forces q(u) = 0 for all such cp. Hence u E .a and we have shown that 
.a= {uEd*~SUEa}. 
Next, if u E d” and Su = 0, then su E 9. Again let cp E @,d with q(s) # 0. 
Then we have that 
0 = cpbu) = 4s) cp(U)> 
forcing q(u) to be zero for all such cp. Thus U = 0 and multiplication by S 
is injective. i 
Although we do not need this fact, it can further be shown that r is a 
determining set for (ds + 9)/B, that is, if a E &s + W and 4 1 r = 0 then ci = 0. 
At this point in our argument we face some alternatives. As we noted in 
the Introduction, there are examples of semi-direct decompositions which 
are built around elements whose multiplication operators are essentially 
unilateral shifts. For example, let 
l’(GdR))= fo+ f (A,1 +.L)~lfi~Co(R) 
n=l 
and IIfoll + f (ILI + llf,,ll)< ~0 
n=l 
and let s = X, the indeterminate. The multiplication is simply that of formal 
series and it is easy to see that there is a topological semi-direct decomposi- 
tion where -pl’, can be taken to be the subalgebra of “constant” series. This 
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example does not happen to have an identity (since C,(R) lacks an 
identity) and it is easy to verify that 
since &s @ sl ‘(C,(R)) is a closed ideal of codimension 1. This is not entirely 
a coincidence as the following lemma shows. 
LEMMA 2.13. Either ~2~ 0 sd is a closed ideal of codimension 1 in d or 
else there exist sequences {e,} c .d and {r,} E 92 such that 
s= lim se,+r,. 
m - % 
Proof The conclusion of the lemma is obvious if r;9 has an identity 
element. Otherwise, expand ZZ?~ and write 
d = ds Osd (Cs + sd). 
If s E &s 0 sd then 0 = 0(s) E L$ so that s is an element of sd. This means 
that s factors as se for some e E d and again the conclusion of the lemma 
holds. 
Now suppose that s +! dX@.s&‘. If ~~$‘,osd is closed the conclusion of the 
lemma holds. Thus we may assume that &s@sd is not closed, and, since 
it has codimension 1, it must be the case that 
Hence we can find sequences {e,} G d and (a,} E&~ such that 
se,,, + a,,, -+ s. Since Q 0 8 is continuous, we have that 
O=Qo&s)= lim QoO(a,)= lim Q(a,), 
m-m m-cc 
since (a,} E J&. This shows that d-, + 0 in d/&Y so there is a sequence 
{r,} E W such that (a, - r,) + 0 in JZZ. Hence we see that 
lim se, + rm = lim se, + a, + (r, - a,) = s, 
m-m m-z 
completing the proof of the lemma. 1 
We now introduce the concepts of partial approximate identity and 
closed descent 1. These concepts can be formulated in more generality than 
we require here (see [ 1, 33). 
DEFINITION 2.14. We say that s has a partial approximate identity if 
s is non-nilpotent and s E SA?, 
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and we say that s has closed descent 1 if 
s is non-zero and s E s2~? 
A few remarks are in order. If ~2 has an identity or a bounded 
approximate identity then certainly every non-nilpotent element of d has 
a partial approximate identity. It is routine to show that if s has closed 
descent 1 it also has a partial approximate identity since 
s E &P implies s E s”&, 
for all n E N. From this and the fact that sd$ E d it is trivial that s is non- 
nilpotent and s E sd. 
Since we know there are semi-direct decompositions in which s lacks a 
partial approximate identity we would like to pursue the consequences of 
the assumption of a partial approximate identity. Unfortunately, we do not 
know if the following lemma is true under this assumption so we use the 
stronger condition of closed descent 1. 
LEMMA 2.15. If s has closed descent 1 then there exists a bounded 
sequence {e, } G SS@ + .a and a bounded sequence {I-,,, } G .9 such that 
s= lim se,+r,. 
m-m 
Proof: By our hypothesis, there exists some sequence {fm} cd’ such 
that s2f, -+ s. Certainly { s’fm} is bounded in norm and s2fm =s(s~,)E 
sd + W gsdd + 9, for all m E N. Apply Lemma 2.8 in order to obtain a 
bounded sequence {e,} s z?‘$ and a bounded sequence {r,,,} c 9 such that 
s2f, = se, + rm, 
for all m EN. Certainly s = lim, _ 3. se, + r,,,. We need to show that 
j;,,t} E SJ@ + 9. Note that s(sfm - e,) E 9 f or all m E N. Therefore we see 
{e,} CSJ&+ {u~sZ*Isu~9?} =sdg+.4, 
by Lemma 2.12. This completes the proof of the lemma. [ 
It is also possible to construct commutative Banach algebras & with 
semi-direct decompositions using elements s whose Gelfand transforms 
vanish on a proper closed and open subset of @&. We can preclude these 
examples by requiring r to be empty (although s^ still vanishes at 
“infinity”). The next lemma reveals an important consequence of the two 
accumulated assumptions. 
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LEMMA 2.16. If s has closed descent 1 and if r is the empty set then 
either d is radical or the closed ideal (sd# + a)J%! in d”/&! has a bounded 
approximate identity. 
Proof. If & is not radical then @& is non-empty and j: # 0 since r is the 
empty set. Consider Definition 2.10. If there exists x~Y\d then x = 
A. 1 + a for some non-zero A E C and a E &. Since f = 0 this forces Li to be 
constant and non-zero on @&. There is thus an element e E & such that 
0 = 1. Hence P2 =P and it is routine that if an element e is idempotent 
modulo the radical then there is an actual idempotent in the coset e + 3 
[4, Theorem 2.3.9, p. 581. Hence, without loss of generality we may assume 
that e2 = e. Since ea - a E &! for all a E d it is clear that ti is an identity for 
the semi-simple Banach algebra &‘/W. But, since d/.&Y has an identity, the 
range of the Gelfand transform of S (which is the range of the Gelfand 
transform of s) equals a(s). Hence there exists u E d such that Sti = 6 and 
there is r E PX such that 
e-ssu=r. 
Therefore 6 E (SJ@ + %?),&A! and P is even an identity for (sd” + a)/$% (and 
we are done). 
Hence we may assume that 9 s d and this means that 9 =%!. Now 
apply Lemma 2.15 to obtain the bounded sequence {e,} which we now 
know is in sd” + W. Note that {g,,,} is also a bounded sequence in 
(SJ@ + .%?)/a and satisfies 
f= lim Sd,. 
m-m 
Since (sd” + W)/B is the range space S(&#/W) it is clear that 
.t= lim .@,, 
m-m 
for all in (sd# + A?)/%?, and hence (6,) is the desired bounded 
approximate identity. i 
We now introduce a relatively new construct which will be used to 
show that a commutative radical Banach algebra cannot be decomposed 
as a semi-direct product of some subalgebra and a principal ideal if the 
generating element has a partial approximate identity. In this sense, such 
radical algebras are “atomic” and cannot be so decomposed. 
Since we may need to apply the next lemma to certain subalgebras of Z$ 
we use a more general notation for this particular lemma only. 
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LEMMA 2.17. Let 49 be a commutative radical Banach algebra which has 
a subalgebra S& and a non-zero element sO such that 
Then either s,, is nilpotent or s,~s,49. 
Proof: Note that 9J’, being radical, lacks an identity element, so that 
9@ = C .1@99. Suppose that the hypotheses are satisfied and that s0 
is non-nilpotent and so E ~~98. Hence there are so-recalcitrant systems of 
two elements [6, Theorem 3.141. Specifically, there exist x and y in so%!? 
satisfying 
(i) so divides xy in 9?*. 
(ii) For all c,, c2 E 5?* 
sup ll(x - soc1Y (Y--s0c2)“l11’“= +Go 
n IbPll Iln 
But now expand x and y in terms of the decomposition of 98 as 
B. Osd ~~29’“. Hence 
x= b, +s,u,, 
and 
Y = b, + ~0~2, 
for some b, , 6, E go and u, , u2 E %!I*. Since xy decomposes as 
xy=b,b~+so(b~u2+b2u,+sOulu2), 
condition (i) implies that so divides b, 6, in L&P also. Since go n so@ = { 0) 
this forces 6, b2 = 0. Therefore, we see that 
clearly violating condition (ii) above. This contradiction establishes the 
validity of the lemma. 1 
We have one minor complication before we go further, namely that d 
might be a direct product of a Banach algebra with identity together with 
something else (perhaps nilpotent) without identity. We thus have to 
consider subalgebras of zzI generated by using relative units. We require a 
preliminary definition. 
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DEFINITION 2.18. We say that s has a relative unit if there exists an 
idempotent e E & such that es = s. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. Ifs has closed descent 1 and ifr is the empty set then 
JCI is not radical. Furthermore, i is bounded away from 0 and s has a relative 
unit. 
Proof: We have already remarked that closed descent 1 implies a par- 
tial approximate identity. Thus s is non-nilpotent and s E sd. Lemma 2.17 
now shows that d is not radical so that @& is not empty. By Lemma 2.16, 
the closed ideal (sdff + a)/!% has a bounded approximate identity and 
hence every one of its elements factors [2, Theorem 10, p. 613. Thus there 
exist a,, a2 E A@ such that 
s = (Sli,)(SLi,), 
or, simply, that s - ~‘a, a, E 9. Let cp be any element of @&. Then 
cp(s - s2a,a2) = 0 or q(s) = opt &a, a2). Since q(s) # 0 this forces 
1 
ds) = ~ 
da, 02)’ 
and we see that there is a C?E R with 6 >O such that Iq(s)l> 6 for all 
cp E @&. It remains, in the case that d lacks an identity element, to show 
that s has a relative unit. In order to do this we first involve a relatively 
standard construction which shows that there is an idempotent e in d with 
; = 1 (see [2, Proposition 10, p. 37, also see p. 841). If necessary multiply 
s by a suitable scalar so that 6 can be assumed to be greater than 1. This 
means that a(s)s (0) u {Cl l[l > l} cC\{il lil = l}. Each of the elements 
1 -Srn, for m EN, is invertible in dS = C. 1 @A!, and the sequence 
{ ( 1 - sm)- ’ } converges to some idempotent e, of &. If, in fact, we define 
f on @\{[I ICI = 1) as 
it can easily be shown that e, = f(s) since (l-i”)-’ converges to f(i) 
uniformly on compact subsets of @\{i 1151 = 11. Expand e, in &* = 
@. 1 @d and it is clear that e, = 1 - e where e is an idempotent of d and 
cp(e) = 1 - lim 
m-m (1 -;(s)->=lT 
for all cp E @.d. Hence, P- 1 and cc4(1 -e)c%‘. 
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Using the semi-direct decomposition &# z J&~@~~.s&~, expand e as 
e = a, + su e, 
for some a, E&~ and U,E ~2~. We have a minor complication if a, #O. If 
this happens note that ut = a, and form the Banach subalgebra 
6?=(1 -U,)dGd. 
Let 2&, = (1 -a,) sdl”, and let s0 = (1 - a,)~. Since (1 -a,)‘= 1 -a, it is 
routine to show that &&, is a subalgebra of g (contained in ZX$) and s,,?# 
is a principal ideal of %Y. Note that s,d” = s,(@ . 10 &) = @ . s0 + 
sO( 1 -a,)& = ~99~ c sd’. Also note that .4$ n s,?+P = (0) since 9&, c ZZ~. 
Therefore, 93 has the following semi-direct decomposition 
39 z Lao Osd s&4?“. 
Since s E s*& and since s,d* = s,@ it is clear that 
s,=s(l -u,)E&?=$% 
If s0 =0 then s = su, and s has a relative unit (and we are done). Hence 
we assume that s0 # 0 so that s,, has closed descent 1 in 3?. If we let 
e0 = (1 - u,)e then e, is idempotent in g and 
e,=(l-ua,)u,+(l-uJsu, 
=o+s,u,, 
and e, E s,zZ# = s,W”. We claim that .GO E 1 on @Jo. Certainly @* contains 
those elements of @& which do not vanish on 93, that is, 
@A41 b~@.dIcp(~e)=ol 
(note that ~(a,) is either 0 or 1). There is also a homomorphism from XJ’ 
onto 93 taking a E&’ to (1 - up)u E 93. Hence, every cp E @a lifts to an 
element II/ E @,d via 
$(a) = cp((l - ~ebh 
for a E&, and it is clear that $ )a = cp. Hence we can identify @a with 
b@ucp(~,)=o~. 
But this means that if cp E Qa, 
ded = cp((l - a,)e) = v(e) = 1, 
thus establishing Co- 1 on Qa. 
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At this stage in the argument we either have d itself with the idempotent 
eEsz# or we use the subalgebra 33 with the idempotent e,Es,@ (the fact 
that r= 4 was only needed in order to originally factor S). We seek 
another application of Lemma 2.17 on a certain subalgebra but we will give 
the “3? argument” only in what follows since the argument for ~2 is parallel 
and even easier in that a, = 0 and s turns out to equal es. 
Note that if x E (1 - eO) 9&, n (1 - eO) so&I’” then there exists h, E a0 and 
u E 9.P such that 
x=(1-e,)b,=(l-e,)sOu. 
Since e, E s,%Y* this forces b, = eobo + s,,( 1 - eO)u E s,P@. But 9&, n s,S!l!” = 
{ 0} so that 6, = 0 and, in consequence, x = 0. Therefore 
Again, we may form a new Banach algebra 3r = (1 - e,)?#. Since PO = 1 on 
@# it is clear that L???~ is a radical Banach algebra. Let 3$ = (1 - eO) go and 
let sr=(i-e,)s,=(l-e,)(l-a,).~ so that ~~~93~. Since (l-e,,)*= 
(1 -e,) it is routine to show that ~3~ is a subalgebra of !Z&, that s1 @ is a 
principal ideal of ar,, that (l-e,)s,~W”=s,~~=s,(@.lO~)=@.s,+ 
s,(l -e,)3=ss,@, and that 
And, since s,9P=s,@, S,ES@~ implies that s, E sT9If. Therefore, 
certainly, 
Lemma 2.17 now shows that s1 must be nilpotent. But, since 
for all n E N, this means that s, = 0. Therefore 
(the argument for & would end here with s= es). But this means that 
(l-a,)s=(l-a,)e(l-a,)s=(l--a,)es. Now compute 
(a,+(l-~~~)e)s=a,s+(l-~~)es 
=a,s-t-(1 -&)S 
= s. 
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(a,+(1-a,)e)2=az+O+(1-a,)2e2 
=a,+(1 -C$)e. 
Thus s has a relative unit, namely a, + (1 - a,)e, and this completes the 
proof of the proposition. 1 
LEMMA 2.20. If r is the empty set and ifs has a relative unit then 
(i) &‘s~%‘, and 
(ii) e E sd and sd, SAC@, and ed are all equal and closed. 
Proof. Let e be the idempotent which satisfies es = s. Since Es^ - s^ = 0 it 
must be the case that d = 1, otherwise r would be non-empty. Hence 
ea -a E 93 for all a E d. Hence 12 is an identity for the semi-simple Banach 
algebra J@‘/.%‘. But, since &‘I&? has an identity, the range of the Gelfand 
transform of S (which is the range of the Gelfand transform of s) equals 
a(s). Hence there exists u E d such that Sti = P and there is Y E 92 such that 
e-ssu=r. 
Expand r as a + su for some a E Z& and v E d’. Then 
and hence e has the expansion 
e=a+s(u+v) 
as an element of d z ds@,Jsce2”. Since e2 = e, it follows that a2 = a, a 
contradiction unless a = 0 since a E 92 n dV. Thus 
e = s(u + u), 
and e E sd” = sd (since s = se E s&‘). Therefore 
Thus sd, SJ@, and ed are all equal and closed since the latter ideal 
ed= {aEd((l -e)a=O} is closed. 
Finally, if a E &s then ea - a E 9 and since e E sd”, it follows that -a = 
B(ea - a) E 9 also. Hence J$ c 9 and this ends the proof of the lemma. n 
Remark. In the conclusion of the above lemma, since &s s CA? it is clear 
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that 9 E r;4,0S,e&?, but, of course, e$&!. It is also clear that B?z 
(1 -e)&? @ 4 (the direct product) and that 19(( 1 - e)a) = a for all a E ~4~. 
Whether or not it is possible for JS& # (1 -e).% we don’t know. 
We now have our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.21. Let d be a commutative Banach algebra with radical 6%‘. 
If there exists a non-zero element s E d such that ,d possesses a semi-direct 
decomposition of the form 
for some subalgebra ~4~ of d, then at least one of the following associated 
conditions must hold: 
(i) The element s does not have closed descent 1 and sdS + 9 is a 
closed ideal, 
(ii) The algebra d is not radical and P- {‘p E Gp, 1 q(s) = 0} is a 
non-empty closed subset of @.&. 
(iii) The algebra JXI is not radical, there exists a relative unit e for s, 
the ideals sd, sd#, and ed are all equal and closed, and d, c .%. 
Proof We know by Lemma 2.5 that sd” + W is always a closed ideal. 
If condition (i) fails then s has closed descent 1 and Lemma 2.17 shows that 
d is not radical (since closed descent 1 implies a partial approximate 
identity). If condition (ii) also fails then r is empty and Proposition 2.19 
shows that d is still not radical and that s has a relative unit. Finally, since 
r is empty, Lemma 2.20 shows that -PUS c W and that sd, szz@, and ed are 
all equal and closed. This ends the proof of the theorem. 1 
3. SOME REMAINING QUESTIONS 
We have several questions concerning whether the above results can be 
sharpened. 
Question 3.1. In Lemma 2.15, would it be sufficient to use the weaker 
hypothesis of partial approximate identity? Certainly Lemma 2.13 suggests 
this. The problem is getting {e,} contained in sd” + 9. 
Question 3.2. In Theorem 2.21, we incorporated the true condition 
“sd’ + ~5’ is closed” in condition (i) since we do not know of any condition 
(i) examples in which s.B@, by itself, fails to be closed. Is it necessary to add 
&Y in order to get closure? 
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Question 3.3. In Theorem 2.21, we do not know of any condition (ii) 
examples in which s^ is not supported on a proper closed and open subset 
of @,d. One can get rather close to proving this but technical problems 
concerning the closure of s(s4/Y) get in the way. Nevertheless can this 
condition be sharpened? 
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